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Indiabulls Golf city popularly known as Interbulls golf city, Kholipoli for it is located at Savroli Mumbai
near Khopoli, Mumbai-Pune expressway. is one of the ambitious projects by Indiabulls. The
developers are well reputed within the real estate industry in India and hence a number of investors
and home seekers take interests and put their faith in Indiabull's projects. It offers wide range of
offerings, multifaceted features and a myriad of amenities.  Placed on the outskirts of Mumbai, this 
luxury project from this real estate giant shall cover around 350 acres of lush green expanses and
shall offer  the best environment for living. This residential project caters to the residential 
requirement of urban Indians who are looking for the best international facilities and amenities in
their  future houses. Moreover, the project offers  a perfect opportunity to those people who are
dream to settle down in the  pristine ambience  amidst the greenery and tranquillity. Though
everything about this project is very ambitious, its most convincing feature is its position as it is
planned beautifully on the natural slopes of the Sahayadri Mountain range. Add to this is the great
lifestyle, opulence and entertainment  future dwellers can indulge in within these calm settings.
What more can a person can ask for when  searching for the relaxed abode for  their loved ones!

Some  exciting features

An 18-hole executive golf course designed by Phil Ryan  is a strong attraction of  the Indiabulls Golf
City. Golf lovers and fitness freaks are going to love the place as it houses a well maintained suave
golf course.  Then, who can ignore the beautiful opportunity of providing a great education for their
kids  in this unpolluted environs. The Indiabulls golf city Khopoli  is in easy access to many highly
reputed educational institutions.  In addition, dwellers need not worry about other essential
amenities such as state-of-the art medical facilities, entertainment venues and transportation among
others. Prestigious institutions like as Dhirubhai Ambani Hospital and JH Ambani School are very
close to this upcoming project.  The project is comfortably connected to the  city via the Mumbai -
Pune Expressway.  Moreover, there is a proposed international airport and Trans-harbor link to
connect four major hubs, 1 Km from Khalapur Station, making  this project a promising option. 

State of the art accommodations

The Indiabulls golf city Khopoli  offers dwellers to choose from luxury terraced residences and select
private villas  to suit  their requirements and fulfill their dreams.  You have the option to select  from
the well designed luxurious and spacious 1 BHK, 2 BHK, 3 BHK and 4 BHK duplex apartments. All
these apartments are built with the best view of your comfort and convenience amidst the natural
settings. Opting for this place, you can give your family and kids a safer and cleaner space to live 
and grow. Add to your comfort, the city offers a relaxation zone in the form of in-house multi-cuisine
restaurant, bar and cafÃ©. Then , chill your holidays  and leisure in the magnificent swimming pool, 1
Lac sq.ft. Clubhouse having a gym and spa.  And keen golf learners,   there is a Golf Academy too
for you to learn the nuances of the  sport.

To sum it up, the Indiabulls golf city Khopoli offers  everything to fill your dreams with colors.
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Vishnu Swaroop - About Author:
Vishnu Swaroop is real estate consultant who experts in all the hot projects in Mumbai and he has
deep interest in writing articles. he also given his views to a Indiabulls Golf City.The price of a
Indiabulls golf city Khopoli is very affordable.
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